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I.

INTRODUCTION

/

Economic integration - integration and cooperation would perhaps be a more

useful term - has rightly not lost its attractions as a component in programmes
for African recovery, despite the extremely limited success or total failure of
the schemes that have been tried.

The continued attachment to economic integration as an instrument of
progress is to be found not only in the pronouncements of African nations and

institutions, but also in those of international bodies, including the European

Community and the World Bank, as well, of course, as the United Nations.

Even

in the very process of dissolving the East African Community, the formar partner

states agreed "to explore and identify further areas for future cooperation and
to work out concrete arrangements for such cooperation",

A major reason for this continued hope in integration as a developmental
mechanism is the difficulty, for so many countries of Africa, in seeing much in

the way of an alternative.

So many countries are economically so small - with

such small and such poor populations - that production for the domestic market

alone must be extremely restricted.

Domestic production for such small markets

will be at extremely high cost if economies

of scale are of any importance.

Without access to the larger market area that could be created by measures of
economic integration, it is impossible to see how the economies of these small

countries could be developed and diversified.

Without access to a larger market

for new productive activities, these countries will remain tied to the world
economy as producers of primary commodities and importers of manufactures.

This is a summary statement of the standard argument for economic integration

Its focus is on import-substituting industrialisation as the primary component of
development.

Within its limits, the argument is valid and important, but it

reflects too restricted a view of the potentialities of economic integration of
and cooperation between the countries of Africa.
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This paper attempts a wider view of the potential contribution of
integration to the economic recovery and development of Africa. It begins
by referring to the variety of possible Kinds of integration and cooperation
in terms of African examples. It examines the operation of these schemes in
an attempt to learn the reasons for their less than satisfactory performance,
or their downright failure.

Important issues in the improved design and

operation, and in the aims and spheres of operation, of integration schemes
are suggested.

It is asked what outsiders might do to help and what Africa '

must do to help itself. The paper is written in the belief that, whiie
economic analysis must provide a foundation for the design of an integration

scheme, economic analysis is not enough. At ieast as important as the economics
are the political and administrative realities. No scheme which fails to take
account of these can succeed.

II.

FORMS OF "INTEGRATION" IN AFRICA

Economic integration schemes are not new to Africa. They were a feature of
the colonial regimes, before the era of independence and economic development.
However, it was with independence that the developmental possibilities of
integration came to the fore.

If the term "integration" is allowed to refer to any arrangements of
cooperation between the countries of Africa, or between particular institutions

Wit in those countries, then examples of integration abound. It is important
that the term "integration" should be used in this very wide sense, because it
*y oe that the scope for progress in integration, and for its contributing to

the solute of Africa, problems, is not greatest through the comprehensive

arrangements to which a narrow definition of the term would have to be confined.

Most attention has been devoted to the various "comities" on a subregional basis that exist or have existed. But many of the inter-state
arrangements in Africa deal with particular products or services. Seme are
concerned with particular export products. Others deal with transport and

communications and with services such as re-insurance and tourism. Some are
open to an all-Africa membership, others are on a sub-regional basis. Not
every country participates in every institution that it could join
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The Inter-African Coffee Organization,

the Cocoa Producers Alliance,

the African Groundnut Council, the African Timber Organization are among
organizations concerned with particular products.

There are the Pan-African

Telecommunications Union and the African Postal Union,
Railways,

the Union of African

the Organization for the Development of African Tourism and the

African Reinsurance Corporation.

Central Bankers meet under the auspices of

the Association of African Central Banks.,

Although the fact does not diminish

their importance, these associations of national institutions with a common

functional interest would not count as integration arrangements except under
the broadest definition of the term.

More obviously instruments of economic integration are monetary unions
and clearing systems:
House;

West African Monetary Union;

Central African Monetary System?

West African Clearing

Central African Clearing House.

Then there are the development banks, which may be operated as instruments
of economic integration, but to a greater or lesser degree according to the
nature of their investments:
East African Development Bank;

Development Bank of the Central African States;
African Development Bank.

The various

organizations concerned with particular rivers must also be mentioned.

They include the Organization for the Development of the Senegal River,

the Gambia River Development Organization, and the River Niger Basin

Authority.

The most complete and comprehensive examples of integration between
states, at least in their design and intention,

and economic unions.

are the various communities

The East African Community, until its collapse,

was perhaps the most developed of these arrangements.
Customs and Economic Union

organization.

(UDEAC)

The Central African

is a long established and surviving

More recently established are the West African

Community (CEAO)

and, with

West African States

wider membership,

(ECOWAS).

Economic

the Economic Community of

Based on the concept of market integration

is the Eastern and Southern African Preferential Trade Area

(PTA).
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Of a different nature from the economic unions and communities but holding
the possibility for an important development of integration of the members,
is the Southern African Development Coordination Conference (SADCC).
And there are plans for an all-Africa common market and community. ^
On a wider stage, concerning developing countries as a whole, the United

Nations' programme for "ECDC" contains as an important element the idea of
a Global System of Tariff Preferences.

.

The Economic Community of West African States {ECOWAS) is large

(in the number of countries it embraces) and potentially of great importance,
but it has not achieved much.

The Economic Community of West Africa (CEAO)

is small, and has done something, even if not very much.

There are 16 members of ECOWAS, which came into formal existence at
the end of 1975, including the six countries which are the members cf CEAO :
and the three which are in the ;Mano River Union.

The population of the

sixteen amounts to nearly 150 m., of whom 85 m. are Nigerian.

Its origin

is to be found in Nigerian initiatives, with such motives as to reduce the

dependence of the region on the developed countries, to provide post-oil

'

options for Nigerian development, and to reduce the influence of France on
the francophone countries of West Africa„

The establishment of a customs union is a central feature of the ECOWAS

treaty;.a 15-year time-table was prescribed, comprising a two-year stand
still for tariff changes, an 8-year period for reduction and eventual

elimination of intra-community import duties, and then five years during

which a common external tariff was. to be established.
were to be eliminated over ten years.

Quantitative restrictions

The treaty also provides for a Fund

for Cooperation, Compensation and Development, and for harmonisation of
agricultural and monetary policies and of industrial development plans and

incentives.

But how all this is to be achieved is not set out in the treaty.

The approach is said to be "flexible and pragmatic" and was necessarily so if

agreement on the treaty was to be reached-

The

result was a Treaty that in

effect left all implementation measures still to be worked out and agreed..
CEAO

(Communaute" Economique de l'Afrique de l'Ouest)

represents the third

attempt of the states of the former French West Africa at an integration
grouping.

It came into effect in 1973,

and is an ambitious arrangement going

in principle far beyond a passive or negative integration scheme for th:e

liberalisation of trade.

It was partly inspired by France and undoubtedly

represents in part an attempt to establish a counter-weight to Nigeria and
to her attempts, which resulted in ECOWAS,

to establish

both anglo-phone and franco-phont countries.

a grouping embracing

It comprises 6 countries with

a total population of 34 m., of which 14 m. are in Ivory Coast and Senegal,
which between them account for 70 per cent of the group's GNP.

Manufacturing

within the group is dominated by transnational corporations (TNCs), and
Ivory Coast accounts for more than 60 per cent of group exports of manufactures.
In Eastern and Southern Africa,

Uganda and Tanzania has disappeared,

the East African Community of Kenya,

and nothing relating the three countries

as a group has taken its place, but with other sub-regional groupings there
have been new initiatives

in SADCC

and PTA.

The East African Community was established, in 1967 by a treaty which
put on a new basis the integration arrangements that had been inherited from

the colonial past, and added new elements, particularly those designed to
restrict the disequalising effect between the countries of the common market.

Despite these "equalising" instruments,
and within ten years

the Community soon ran into difficulties,

it had broken up.

The EAC was unusual in that it was not only a preferential trade group,

but was also responsible for the operation of major transport and communications
services - railways, ports, airways - and had a range of research and other

functions,

A development bank for the Community had been established, and :

there were elaborate arrangements for consultation and cooperation on

planning and other matters.

As a result, the dissolution of the Community

was a long and complex process, requiring agreement on the allocation of
very large assets and liabilities, accompanied at times by far from cordial
political relationships between the former meiribers.
SADCC, though potentially a comprehensive scheme, not confined to a
particular aspect of economic development, has an approach very different

from that of the East African Community, say, or ECOWAS.

Its title points

to the difference in approachV " it is a Conference, not a Community.
responsibilities are a collection of specific functions.

its efforts is also indicated by its early title;
Coordination Conference.

Its

A major focus of

Southern African Aid

The coordination and pledging of aid funds remains

a major activity, through an annual meeting of men±>ers with donor countries
and international organisations;

One way in which SADCC is distinctive from other integration arrangements

in sub-Saharan Africa is in the manner in which responsibility for particular
functions has been allocated to particular members.

To quote simply a few

of the major matters with which SADCC deals, transport is allocated to
Mozambique, food security is the responsibxlity of Zimbabwe, and industrial

development of Tanzania.,

A small secretariat, under an executive secretary

has been established in Botswana, but the individual member states are
responsible for pursuing the activity in the sphere (or spheres)

been allocated.

they have

The Summit of Heads of State is the supreme body of SADCC,

and under them a ministerial Council is responsible for policy and for the
coordination of activities.

SADCC, with a membership of nine states - Angola, Botswana, Lesotho,

Malawi, Mozambique, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe - came into

being at a summit meeting in Lusaka in April,1980, the month of Zimbabwe's

_

independence.

—

Its integration aims were adopted in the context of the

dependence of most cf the members,
in terms of transport,
from the
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in one way or another, and in particular

on South Africa,

The pressure for cooperation came

felt need to diminish that dependence.

In November 1980,

the meinbers held what was primarily a pledging

meeting, attended by representatives of some thirty governments and bilateral
aid organisations and nearly 20 multilateral donor agencies and international
organisations.
"new money",

Very substantial funds were pledged,

though it was not all

some of the funds pledged being already components of various

donor programmes.

Nevertheless,

of the SADCC programme was a

the pledging of the funds in the framework

significant support for the

integration movement.

More than half the total pledged was from the African Development Bank,
The funds pledged in

1980 were to a very large extent for transport,

though they were far from meeting the estimated need.

They amounted to no

more than a third of the estimated total need of funds for transport and
communications projects,
tation and upgrading,

and eighty per cent of that total was for rehabili

net for new developments.

A Southern African Transport

and Communications Commission was established to manage the transport programme.

The pledging meetings are an
held in February

1987.

annual

function,

the most recent being

The importance of further transport development to

reduce dependence on South Africa remains evident-

At the

1987 meeting it

was estimated that sixty per cent of the traffic of members'

external trade

was either directly with South Africa or in transit through South African
ports.

PTA
1981

as an

(Eastern and Southern African Preferential Trade Area)
initiative of the UN Economic Commission

formal existence with

the

signing of a treaty

about half the total potential membership

began in

for Africa and cane

in 1981.

Nine countries -

- signed at that time,

though

subsequently other countries acceded and the merjbership stands at 15.
members of SADCC are also members of

PTA..

into

Most

Whereas 3ADCC has not considered the establishment of preferential trade
relations between the members, PTA is.based on such an arrangement, as its
name indicates.

All barriers to trade art planned

A PTA Clearing House,

operating

in

to be removed by

the reserve Bank of Zimbabwe,

1996.

was set up

in 1984, and a development Bank was established in 1986.

Whereas PTA is one of those trade-focused,
schemes,

SADCC's activity is concerned with a number of specific forms of

cooperation,
Again,

or rather with cooperation in a number of specific matters.

PTA relies more on its bureaucracy to implement the provisions of

a formal agreement,
on,

comprehensive integration

whereas SADCC

is driven by,

and depends for its progress

regular decisions by the constituent governments.

There

is no

incompatibility between the operations of the two organisations.

The most ambitious scheme for the development of intra-African trade,
as well as for other elements of economic integration,
Action.

The LPA looks

forward

to "the

eventual

is the Lagos Plan of

establishment of an African

Common Market leading to an African Economic Community".
is a central feature of LPA,
industrial

cooperation"

and "multi-national

Intra-African
the piesent

the

in

with a

the

industries

trade

strategy",

measures proposed.

establishment of

and so on.

"r/ajor industrial

"is meant

to constitute

the LPA document provides a

complexes"

long

the mainstay for
list of

Existing preferential areas are taken into account;

non-tariff barriers are allowed for;
recognised;

for "intra-African

in Africa1'.

expansion

and

"fundamental role"

Industrialisation

the need for improved transport is

These measures are

all

sensible enough,

though

there

nay well be incompatibilities within such a comprehensive list of desirabi
lities.

And the proposals are all at a level of generality without reference

to specific policies or political obstacles,
time-table.

There

mechanisms of any

is also the
reference

and with a totally unrealistic

surprising omission from the

to the less-developed members

list of aims and

of preferential

areas

and to mechanisms for dealing with their problems.

True,"the least

developed

African countries" have a chapter to themselves, but this does not deal with
their position in a preferential area with more-developed countries,
this has always been the Achilles heel of integration schemes.

although

There is,

indeed, a reference to "ensuring that no undue advantage is taken of the
liberalisation process", but if thatis meant to refer to the process of
"cumulative causation" which benefits the more-developed,
coy way of doing so,

mechanisms.
a solution,

it is an unusually

and it is not linked to any proposals for corrective

Nor does there seem to be even a hint of the problem,

let alone

in the chapter dealing with industry, which is the sector in

which the problem is most likely to be generated.

But even if the proposals were entirely comprehensive and totally

compatible, there would remain the question of realism.
way towards an

The LPA sees the

Africa-wide common market and economic community as being

paved by the establishment of preferential trading areas on a narrower

geographical basis.

But it does not examine the problems faced by the

associations that already exist or have existed,

activities can be made to succeed.
to the Lagos Plan of Action,

nor suggest how their

Governments have committed themselves

it is true, but they have committed themselves

to other arrangements for economic integration in the past, without properly
pursuing

III.

their

commitments.

ACHIEVEMENTS AND PROBLEMS OF

INTEGRATION IN AFRICA

Disappointment with the achievements of integration in Africa is as

widespread as the continued belief in its virtues and importance.

It would

be no exaggeration to say that Africa's experience with integration schemes

over the last twenty years has been the experience of failure,

and that

the achievements of integration have been slight or non-existent.
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The outstanding failure, most observers would agree, particularly

because it was a collapse from such a high order of integration, has been
that of the East African Community.

There had been even closer integration

before political independence had been achieved, and there was a history of
disagreement between the three countries-

The Treaty of 1967 was an

attempt to halt the process of dissolution by providing an

administrative

structure appropriate to the era of independence and mechanisms for achieving
an acceptable distribution of the benefits and costs of integration.

It

reflected not a coming together, but an attempt to keep together, though
with altered and looser links than had existed.

The mechanisms of the Treaty failed to halt the process of dissolution.
There was no single reason why the Treaty failed/

A number of interacting

influences and issues, including some that could not have been foreseen by
its framers, caused the member States to lose interest in keeping the
Community alive.

The mechanisms for dealing with the unequal effects of the

common market proved inadequate;

issues of transport co-ordination were

disruptive; the operations of state trading corporations were believed to be
discriminatory; there were different attitudes towards development through
transnational corporations;

the fact that the Heads of State could be called

upon to make decisions on contentious matters discouraged compromise at a

lower administrative or political level.

In addition, there was the

disruptive effect of the Amin regime in Uganda=

In the end the partner states came to see no firm footing of mutual

advantage in the existence of the Community*

Cooperation came to be seen,

not as a positive-sum, but as a zero-sum or even negative-sum game, so that

the members would be no worse off, and perhaps better off going it alone.
Some ambitious schemes have not collapsed, as the EAC collapsed, but

have made scant progress towards the achievement of their aims.

-

SADCC undoubtedly has
funds

for

its programmes,

available on

issues

II

its achievements.

though it is a guess how much

a purely bilateral

basis.

in the region's development.

must be

to prevent the desperate

said,

inadequacies

however,
in SADCC

circumstances

alone,

if

It has concentrated on

or SATCC;

that cooperation

is no reason

and cooperation

it is created by political
in

in

some

in

this neglect of

trade area.
what

is

does not exist.

There

(SACU).

the component territories,

dating

trade between the members with a common
revision

in

1969,

and

trade

be noted that BLS

integration

involve
among

have not signed

is

in

the

and customs relationship

from

1910,

It

involves free

external tariff and,

difficulties
the

its

joined with South Africa

since

a measure of fiscal compensation for the BLS

The existence of SACU would
tariff

Three of

This customs union

form of a long-established trade

to most

would certainly be

are

the Southern African Customs Union

there

one that has been

members,

Lesotho and Swaziland,

In fact,

so central

such matters.

between

and military

would have made more progress

complications if SADCC began to deal with

contemporary

It

cannot be expected to overcome.

One possible field of conflict,

schemes,

Botswana,

in 1987.

transport administration and operation

to think that SADCC

are undoubtedly advantages

so potent

in the region

in food security has not

scarcity that is developing

it had planned to establish a preferential

integration schemes.

the major

that this situation cannot be attributed to

or in food security plans,

There

less would have been

Yet the transport situation

is becoming more and more difficult,
been able

It has raised substantial aid

its

states.

for any move towards

countries

of

SADCC.

It

is

to

the PTA agreement.

Although the omission of tariff and trade

issues

from the activities

of SADCC has enabled it to proceed with less difficulty than would have
been likely if

it had attempted to deal with these matters,

must also be seen as a glaring gap in its integration plans.
not provide a barrier to progress until perhaps a

their absence
The gap may

somewhat distant future.
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but once progress has been, made with the more immediate problems of food
security and transport, and such matters as coordinated industrial develop
ment become relevant, then the need for preferential trade will become
apparent.

It would not be impossible to provide it by negotiation on a

commodity by commodity basis, rather than by broader-based preferences.

Though of course, by then, the progress and extension of PTA may have gone
a long way towards dealing with the matter.

PTA has progressed in its membership, and includes all but a few of

the potential member countries.

In other respects progress has been slow.

The clearing house exists but has been used for only a small part of the
transactions arising from trade within the Area.

The development bank

has not attracted a full membership, though it is too early to expect
great activity.

There have been reductions in customs charges to establish

preferences within the Area, but non-tariff barriers in the form of licensing,
exchange controls and bureaucratic administration remain.

Enthusiasm for

the scheme among the governments does not seem to be great, if that may be
deduced from the small attendance of Heads of State at "summit" meetings.
Only four attended the meeting in Lusaka at the end of 1985, and decisions
on important matters had to be deferred.

It is true, as was remarked earlier,

that in contrast with SADCC, PTA can make progress through the actions of
civil servants, without ministerial action., and may as a result be less

disturbed by political problems.

Nevertheless, a firm commitment to the

implementation and extension of integration by governments is ultimately
essential for success, and one may wonder if at present it exists among
the members of PTA,

There is one issue - technical, but raising political and ideological
issues - to which it is worth drawing particular attention.

That is the rule

of origin which products have to satisfy if they are to qualify for

Preferential..treatment.

A similar issue exists in ECOWAS.

To obtain

preferential treatment as local products, goods must be produced by firms

-
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that are managed and owned by nationals of the country in which they are
located,

a firm being counted as locally owned if not less than 51 per cent

of its equity is in the hands of nationals.
in the PTA countries,
national

in Zimbabwe for instance,

corporations,

is undertaken by trans

whose products do not satisfy this rule of origin.

It has been agreed that Zimbabwe

should have a two-year adjustment period to

allow companies to become localised.

The extent to which localisation will

deter investment in industry and the growth
factures,

A great deal of manufacturing

in intra-African trade in manu

is a matter for consideration.

What has ECOWAS

done ?

It has

established an

institutional

agreed on various protocols and conducted studios.
documents have been devised.

implementation,
though

The tariff

formally the

second,

nothing has been done*

But there

structure,

Uniform trade and customs

seems little

sign of actual

stand-still period began with a delay,
intra-trade tariff

and

reduction period has begun,

There needs to be a schedule for trade liberalisa

tion,

a compensation

scheme for revenue losses resulting from trade liberalisa

tion,

and measures of fiscal harmonisation.

The adoption of all

these

measures is made difficult or ineffective by the continued absence of a common
structure for indirect taxes and common rules of origin,
quantitative controls
been

taken on

for "positive

and the existence of

and foreign exchange restrictions.

industrial

and fiscal harmonisation,

integration".

Given

Nor has

the measures

the absence of these,

the liberalisation of

The CEAO treaty provided
tariff within
preferential

12 years,
tariff

for

free

of revenue

or "negative"

for the establishment of a common external

trade

intra-group

(to the

just

intra-ECOWAS trade.

in

local unmanufactured products,

trade

by product and enterprise by enterprise.
for loss

and policies

it is perhaps

as well that nothing has really happened in the way of "passive"
integration,

any action

extent of

in manufactures,

and a

fixed product

Fiscal compensation is payable

two-thirds

of

the loss)

from importing

-

goods under the preference.

There
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are clauses relating to a common

industrial programme, fiscal incentives and policies towards TNCs etc.
Since the treaty a common customs and statistical nomenclature has

been adopted, together with a harmonised and simplified structure of
customs duties, which is a necessary first step towards a common external

tariff.

Quantitative restrictions, however, have not been dealt with.

Nor has there been any progress with positive integration measures, such.
as industrial planning on a regional basis to avoid uneconomic replication
of industries, and even in the field of customs it is unlikely that the
timetable for establishing a CET will be met,

Progress has been made with the granting of preferential tariffs, and

the pattern of preferential rates has been in favour of the less-developed
members1 products.

The preferential rates on average range between 40 and

6O per cent of the external duty rates, but there are some much larger

preferences,

and some touch smaller (where there is a competing industry

in the importing country, for instance).

The great majority of the enter

prises affected, mostly foreign-owned, are located in Ivory Coast and

Senegal.

They have

favourable balances in intra-group trade in manufactures

(the two together account for over 90 per cent of intra-group exports of
manufactures) and the other countries have deficits.

There is little

specialisation between countries in manufacturing production, and little
intra-industry trade between countries.

In the relationship between CEAO and ECOWAS we have the problem of

Africa-wide integration in miniature.

The two groupings have different tariff

nomenclatures and their fiscal compensation arrangements are not immediately

compatible.

The Treaty of Lagos requires the extension of MFN treatment to

member States, which would have the effect of breaking down the preferences
that have been established within CEAO (and in the Mano River Union, for that

-

matter),

even

though
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the members of CEAO might wish

the closer cooperation

they might achieve within

to maintain and

intensify

their smaller grouping.

There are important differences between the ECOWAS and CEAO rules of
origin used to determine what counts as a domestic product for preferential
tariff treatment.

The conditions relating

to the content of domestically-

produced raw materials and local value added are not greatly different.
The problem arises over the requirement for the provision of capital by
citizens.

ECOVJAE

requires a high and,

over time,

of the capital of the producing enterprise to.be

increasing proportion

in the hands of citizens,

if the product is to qualify as domestically produced.

Very little of the

manufacturing capacity in Ivory Coast and Senegal would qualify,

whereas

Nigerian enterprises would be able to take substantial advantage of preferential
access.

Furthermore,

investment funds,

in principle,

a

with a very

limited supply of locally generated

strict citizenship provision

{despite

the desirability,

of extending domestic ownership of the manufacturing economy)

would undesirably restrict investment in and the growth of the manufacturing
sector

in most member countries-

Of course,

if the rules of origin have obviously disequalising effects

among the ECOWAS members,

it can be assumed that some members will

the trade liberalisation provisions only reluctantly and slowly.

implement

The adverse

consequences of liberalisation in advance of other measures will therefore

not be experienced - but this provides comfort only in a topsy-turvy way,

because it is a way of escaping the costs which also destroys the benefits.
In this respect,

it is much the sarae in CEAO.

The preservation under CEAO

rules of a member's right to protect itself from its partners simply means until measures to equalise competitive strengths are effective are avoided by preventing anything much from happening.

that losses

-
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It is not to be supposed that the elements of incompatibility between
ECOWAS and those of its members which are associated in CEAO

resolved.

However,

cannot be

if such difficulties can exist in reconciling the

arrangements and interests of a sub-group with those of a larger group to

which all the members of the sub-group have committed themselves, what
pitfalls might there not be in the way of an Africa-wide association ?
It is not an easy road that the countries of Africa have before them.
Corresponding issues of compatibility arise in connection with attempts

to foster cooperation and integration on an even wider stage.

An important

element in the United Nations' programme for Economic Cooperation among
Developing Countries
Trade Preferences

(ECDC)

(GSTP).

is the negotiation of the Global System of
The outcome of these negotiations is seen as

a significant increase in the volume of South-South trade.
compatible with existing arrangements which provide,

But is GETP

or plan to provide,

preferences between groups of countries which will participate in the GSTP
negotiations ?

It is not politically possible, or at least not very easy,

or not very comfortable,

for international officials,

to pursue a scheme

which is incompatible, or which even weakens, existing arrangements between
groups of member States.

However,

under GSTP can do anything but

(in this respect) weaken the preferential

arrangements of regional groupings.

to an outside country, B,

it is not easy to see how preferences

If country A gives a tariff concession

it could reestablish its preference with country C,

a member of its tariff group,

by a further cut in its tariff against C.

But its concession to B would then be fraudulent.

Country B gave something

in return to A on the assumption that A's tariff concession would give B
access to A's market.

But the cut that is then made in A's tariff against C

will deny that access to B.

This is the crux of the argument, and even

this crudely expressed version does show

the weakness of the view that

GGTP and regional groupings are compatible.

To say they are is like saying

-
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that it is possible to discriminate in favour of everyone.
in terms.
to

It is a contradiction

Not everyone can be preferred ~ a preference to all is a preference

none.

The argument for compatibility is, on stronger ground when it refers to
the existence of non-tariff fields of cooperation in regional groupings,

industrial coordination, etc.

It is important that the GSTP is supposed to

deal with non-tariff barriers as well as with tariffs.

However, the difficulty

of dealing with the non-tariff barriers must be recognised.

They are various

and complex, and although it might be relatively easy to abolish them

completely, a partial removal or reduction, corresponding to a tariff
concession, would be extremely difficult because of the difficulty of
measuring the effect so as to determine

'mutuality'.

Given the fact that the GSTP negotiations may be expected to take a
very long time indeed,
the difficulties,

it would appear that the countries of Africa,

despite

should rather look to the fostering of preferential, trade

between themselves, and to making their various schemes of integration and
cooperation work.

IV.

A NEW APPROACH

?

During the last few years there has been a good deal of comment,

stimulated doubtless by the continued belief in the virtues of integration

and disappointment at its failures in practice, on the need for a new approach
to integration.

Much of this comment is valid,

importance, pointing the way forward;

well directed and of great

some appears to miss the important

targets.

Some observers of the experience of integration schemes in Africa have
drawn the conclusion that the whole "production approach" is inappropriate.

This conclusion cannot be accepted.

It would not be helpful to abandon the

-
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idea that development, and tht contribution integration cculd make towards
it,

requires an increase in production

its distribution), though production,
of goods,

(as well, doubtless, as changes in
it must be remembered,

is not only

let alone only of manufactures„

In fact, the proposal to abandon a "production approach" appears to
move entirely in the wrong direction.

If it needs to be put in such terms,

it would be more valid to say that there should be a move towards a
production approach, away from a purely trade approach.

Integration theory

was developed as an aspect of international trade theory.

of course an implicit component of the argument:

Production was

trade theory demonstrated

how the availability of trade as against self-sufficiency could result in
a more productive allocation of resources,

so that world production was

increased and all trading partners could be better off.

The

theory also

demonstrated how the situation would be worse if there were protection

rather than free trade.,

Integration theory demonstrated the circumstances

in which partial free trade - free trade between some trading partners with
barriers maintained against the rest - brought an improvement over general
protection,

and the circumstances in which it did not.

This was the purpose

of the analysis of the "trade creating" and [:trade diverting" effects of
a customs union.

So it cannot be said that production was ignored - the

production effects were the basis of it all - but nevertheless, the focus
was on trade and tariffs.

The production

consequence of the tariff changes,

effects were taken to be the

the response,

not the driving force.

The dominant characteristic of the comprehensive integration schemes,
as with most theorising about integration, has been their focus on trade
between the members„

And within that emphasis on trade,

trade in manufactures.
Trade is,

after all,

an emphasis on

It is easy to see why schemes have these characteristics,

the medium through which economic relationships are

established with other states: those relationships are most obviously

-
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established, operated, or expressed through trade.

There may,

of course, be

a relationship of lending and borrowing, but that relationship is still,
fundamentally, given effect by trade:

the transfer of resources that the

lending/borrowing relationship is designed to achieve, must take place
through

trade.

The emphasis on trade also followed naturally from the predominance of

external trade in the monetary economies of the countries of Africa,

with

such trade" overwhelmingly in primary products on the export side and in

manufacture's on the import side.
trade,

The need to break the mould ,of external

to escape from this colonial pattern of exports and imports,

seen as an essential ingredient of development.
seen as one way to achieve this change.

was

Intra-African trade was

Such a view of the development

process also explains why iritra-African trade in manufactures has been,
at least

implicitly,

so central a feature of what integration arrangements

have been designed to achieve. : The existing structure of production

within each country of Africa provided primary products for export to the
developed countries.

The development of a new pattern of trade required

the development of a new pattern of production.

Intra-African trade could

not be based on the existing structure of production - there was nothing
to be gained from,

and no scope for a switch of primary product exports

from extra- to intra-African destinations.

Intra-African trade has to be

based on, and to provide the market for, new production - the production of
manufactures.

Changes in the structure of production and in the pattern of

trada were inter-related and reinforcing features of economic developments

Development required a change in the pattern of production,
the pattern of external trade;
for the,new industries,

and a change in

intra-African trade would provide a market

and the new industries would provide the products

-

for intra-African trade.

2O

The establishment of customs unions and common

markets anong £roups of African countries was seen as the nechanism to
bring about this reorientation of trade and production.

It mist not be thought, however, that either in the analysis of the

problem in academic writings or in the design of integration schemes, the
establishment of tariff preferences for intra-African trade was taken to

be enough.

It would be quite wrong to think that only in recent comments,

stimulated by the failures of experience, have the inadequacies of this
approach to the design of integration schemes in Africa been noted.

from it.

Far

Twenty years ago, for example, in a study of Integration and

Disintegration in Africa, it was remarked that

...integration is not simply a matter of lowering tariffs.
The existence of tariffs is not the sole, or even the primary
impediment to trade between the countries of Africa. The main
reason for the low level of trade is to be found in the economic
structure of the countries (and in)... the fact that the

•infrastructure1 for intra-African trade is generally lacking.

And that was by no means the first statement of such a proposition.

There

was plenty of emphasis on the need for the development of appropriate infra
structure to enable trade to be conducted.

The inappropriateness of many

transport facilities for intra-African trade, designed as they were for

extra-African trade, was fully recognised.

The neeu for the planning of

industrial development within the integrated area to minimise the danger of
an industrial structure in which the same industry was established in

several of the member states, each producing at an extremely sub-optimal
scale, was also recognised*

Joint industrial planning was one of the

mechanisms suggested for dealing with what was seen as a major nroblem of

integration schemes: t»e unequal distribution of the benefits and costs of
the scheme anong the members.
such issues.

Iiuch thought and ingenuity were devoted to

And in the world of practice, the Treaty for Hast African

Cooperation, to take a leading example, was concerned to support the trade
regine not, indeed, with joint planning, but certainly with the coordination
of national development plans and other measures.

-
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It has been suggested that the importance of trade in an integration

schene would be diminished by investment in snail scale "appropriate

technology" and, further, that technical change nay be in the direction of
reducing the importance of econonies of scale.

It is true, of course, that

the "market size" arpiinent for integration schemes in Africa would be

diminished in importance by a pattern of development in which econonies of
scale were snail.

And the benefits of intra-African trade would be

corresporidinply diminished.

Whatever the sphere of activity, the benefits

of integration must derive either from socialisation or from economies of
scale; efficient national self-sufficiency would render integration otiose,
however,
processes

it is somewhat fanciful to suppose that in many manufacturing
econonies of scale are likely to become urtiiroortant.

The argument

from market size will therefore remain an important basis for economic
integration so far as the development of manufacturing industry is concerned.
nevertheless,

it is salutory to be reminded that the developnent of

manufacturing and trade in manufactures do not provide the only basis for
economic integration.
In arguing for a shift of emphasis

from trade to production it is

essential that production is understood in a wide sense.

It is not an

emphasis on manufacturing nroduction - or at any rate on manufacturing
production alone - that

is required.

Of extreme - one is inclined to say

of supreme - importance in the present situation is agricultural production,

particularly of food.

Then there is a whole range of services,

of which

transport is the most immediately and directly relevant to integration.
The integrated development of transport and communications is of enormous

importance.

It cannot be said that it has been neglected.

ECA has been

extremely active in devising plans for the development of transport'with an
intra-African focus.

Transport and communications inevitably had an important

role in the East African Community, because of the inheritance of joint
rail,

air, postal and telecommunications services.

Transport, as was stated

above, is a major question for SAXC, and the greater part of the funds
allocated within the SADCC programmes is for transport.

Nevertheless,. it

may be concluded fron the condition of African transport systems, and
particularly for intra-African routes,

that far more needs to be done.
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The situation in southern Africa remains desperate, and African transport
routes remain directed outside Africa.

Until transport is more fully developed and nore effectively operated

and maintained it can reasonably be argued that customs controls and such
like are much the less important barriers to economic integration.

Of course,

integration is a complex matter, all parts of which are closely interconnected.
Just as the removal of tariffs will not amount to an effective nove towards
economic integration if there are insuperable transport barriers between the
economies, so the.opening and improvement of transport between the countries

will be an ineffective move towards integration if there remain customs and
other government-made barriers.

In an ideal world a removal of the different

barriers would go hand in hand.

In practice, it seems likely that a shift

of focus towards the improvement of transport and communications would result
in greater progress than further emphasis on customs arrangements.
Let it not be supposed, however, that a proposal for an emphasis on
transoort is a proposal for an easy ontion.

Far from it.

Recent experience -

failures in maintenance, lack of spares, discarded machinery, and so forth suggests that transport improvement (whether with an international, national

or intra-African focus) Presents a challenge with which African governments
are not yet adequately coping.

It should also not be supposed that to increase the relevance of

transport routes for intra-African trade rceans simply to push ahead with
grand designs for trans-African highways, and the like.

Small scale developments

to reduce the isolation of rural communities and to ease the carriage of crops
to market also have a part to play in what should become a more prominent
component of integration scheises: agriculture.

Trade in agricultural produce, and particularly in food-stuffs may be
expected to, and certainly should in the future'play a larger role in intra-

African arrangements.

Agriculture has been neglected in integration schemes

for several reasons.

The market for agricultural primary products was abroad,

neither within the national economy nor in other countries of Africa.

food was consumed by the proGucers not marketed.

Host

In any case, the food that

-
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was marketed was not traded to a significant extent outside the national

boundaries, and was therefore not relevant to regional arrangements.

Food

marketing within the national economy was subject to so nany controls that
the designers of integration schenes did not see their way open to brinp such

trade within their arrangements, even if they had thought it important to do
so.

In the EAC for example, agriculture was effectively excluded fron the

common market because of the incompatibility of free inter-state trade with
the national marketing arrangements and control of internal trade for some

.

products of major importance.

The food crises in Africa in recent years have increasingly revealed
the inadequacy

and inappropriateness of this view of African agriculture

and in particular of the production and distribution of food.

Recent

experience has forced attention on the need to increase food production so
as to achieve self-sufficiency on average over a number of seasons.

For

each country to aim to produce enough food for its own needs in every season,
even the least productive, would be neither attainable nor desirable.

An

important role in the maintenance of self-sufficiency must be played by
storage of food between good and bad seasons, and within years, between months
of plenty and nonths of dearth.

The costs of self-sufficiency on average

through storage could be much reduced if such a food security policy were
based on cooperation between a number of countries than if it were attempted

by each country in isolation.

Account could then be taken of different

seasonal patterns in different countries and of a differing incidence of
crop failure through drought or other causes.

Cooperation and intra-African

trade in foodstuffs could also provide the benefits of a degree of
specialisation in different crops, countries being nomally in surplus in

some crops and in deficit in others.

For these reasons, agriculture, and

particularly the production, storage and distribution of foodstuffs for
consumption within Africa, must play a nuch more important part in the design
and operation of integration schemes than has been the case in the past.

-

Another matter,
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less attended to than it should be,

between the cooperating countries.

is "technical assistance"

Technical assistance, or technical

cooperation as it is now commonly called is too often,

even autonatically,

thought of as something received by the Third V'orld from the "developed"
members of the world, community.

One would not wish to minimise the importance

and value of technical cooperation or technical assistance of this kind,
though there are nany tales of inappropriate advice based on the circumstances
of the developed country.

The continuation and extension of technical

cooperation with the developed countries is clearly of great importance, and
it could be an important support for the integration schemes of the African
countries if directed that way, and not solely to national objectives,
But technical assistance should be available not only from the developed
countries.

It could be

provided between the countries of Africa,

members of an integration scheme.

and between

It iss of course, easy to see the political

difficulties if, within an integration scheme, a predominance of technical
assistance personnel came from one or a few of the members.

The fear of

domination that night be engendered by such a situation - a fear which can
be considered as part of the witler problem of the generation and magnification
of inequalities among the partners - could make technical assistance from
the developed countries preferred to that from partners in the integration
scheme.

It might be taken as a measure of the success and progress of

integration that some countries were able to overcome such fears and the
others to make it evident that there was no basis

fcr then.

In any case,

there is another alternative to "r.orth-south" technical cooperation in the

form of a more general "south-south" flow of technical assistance.

There

is a successful example of such an arrangement in the Commonwealth Secretariat^
Commonwealth Fund for Technical Cooperation

(CFTC),

which organises an

intra-Commonwealth flow of technical assistance, much of it "south-south".
It is a model that could be utilized more widely and in other contexts.
The "handling" - if it nay be put that way - of transnational companies
is a sphere of activity in which south-south technical assistance could be
of particular value.

In developing countries there is something of an

inferiority complex with respect to TNCs.

The almost ritual reference to

T- £?" 53
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TNCs in relation to almost any topic appears to indicate a belief that the
countries of the

south are bound

then - by nationalisation.

to be dominated by them,

The impression given,

is believed, even if subconsciously,

unless they destroy

in other words,

that the multinationals are all-powerful,

and the countries of the south are inevitably weak.

This attitude seriously

underestimates The bargaining oover of the host governments,
they act in concert.

is that it

especially if

Multinationals must be expected to aim to get as much

out of their activities as they can.

It is up to the governments of the host

countries to regulate and control them, to lay down the rules under which
they may operate,
companies'

so that the host countries benefit substantially from the

activities.

This is where south-south technical cooperation may come in.
countries,

in particular,

cannot easily field the technical,

economic expertise which is essential

Smaller

legal and

if successful negotiations are to take

place with a multinational over the conditions under which it may operate.
But other countries of the south have such expertise, and it should be made
available to the countries which need it.
Moves towards economic integration amonf African states could affect

the operations of transnational corporations in different ways.
one hand,

the

On the

larger market that would be likely to be one outcome of

integration would be more attractive for investment by transnationals than
the more restricted markets of a number of small countries.
attractiveness of the

larger market to TI.'Cs, with an increase in the dangers

associated With their predominance,

market integration.

Purely local,

could be used as an argument against

small

scale, production would,

be likely to suffer less from the competition of TNCs

markets.

The increased

it is true,

in small, purely local

But to argue the advantages of remaining small,

inefficient and

poor because of the dangers that might be associated with larger-scale, more
efficient production,

reference

is to give way to that inferiority feeling to which

was made above.

It must be remembered that integration, as well

as increasing the attractiveness of the integrating states to Ti!Cs, also
increases states'

ability to deal with then.

The increased bargaining and

negotiating strength of grouping of states would weaken the power of the
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TNCs and could achieve a significant shift in the distribution of the

benefits of TNC activities between the companies and the host countries.
In the context of integration arrangements the benefits of the TNCs1
operations could be considerable,

iiuch trade in manufactures is in

intermediate products, and is intra-industry trade.

Trade between branches

of TNCs could therefore be an important feature of intra-group trade in
manufactures and in manufacturing production.

The larger market accessible to a producer within an integration grouping
may be expected to make1 investment more attractive and production more
successful.

With all the "infant industry"-type problems that manufacturing

faces in African countries, it is important to reduce as far as possible
the additional deterrent of a small narket.

Preferential access to the

market of the whole area is one way towards this end.

But price is not

the only element in the non-competitiveness of local, African products.
Demand for a product is also a function of its quality in a technical sense
(does it do its job as well as, or break down sooner than, a corresponding
product?), and what might be called consumer - or more broadly, buyer -

attachment, i.e. •tastes1.

But 'tastes1 are not given from outside the

economic system, and are only partly a reflection of technical quality
(that is certainly so for consumer demand, but also, even if to a lesser,

for buyers of intermediate products and even capital goods).

The

substantial premium which Raleigh bicycles at one time commanded in west

Africa was no doubt due in part to their technical superiority, but it has
been said that an important element was the symbol of-the rampant lion

under which they were sold.

The establishment of a brand.name can have a

powerful influence on demand.

.

The trouble is that at the noment the foreigner "has all the best tunes".

There is no reason why this situation cannot be changed.
its own "music".

It should become smart to buy local.

Africa must improve
Moves towards market

integration should therefore be accompanied by powerful attempts to establish
buyers' loyalty to African products.

Perhaps discriminatory controls on

advertising and other.forms of sales promotion would be one way to help to

establish demand for African products.

In these days, when restrictions on

-
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trade are so widely deplored, can there be objection if imports fall because
consumers prefer local goods?

After all, the consumer is King.

be essential that in developing such a demand,

It would

the various members of the

integration area should cooperate and not compete.
• i

■

■.'■■--•

Consideration of the demand for local products makes it necessary to
revert to the position of the TNCs.
product"?

What should be treated as an "African

The rules of origin of ECOIVAS would be likely severely to limit

the products of TNCs that would count as local.

It may be wondered if that

would be beneficial, given the possibility of improving the distribution
of benefits between the companies and the host countries.
V.

WHAT CAN BE DONE TO HELP?

Economic integration schemes in Africa have received much support from
outside Africa.

The United Nations system has played a major part,in

propagating the idea of integration.

The World Bank has provided finance

for integration projects, such as the development of intra-African transport
routes.

Individual developed countries have provided technical assistance

and finance for integration schemes.
examples.

The pledges made under SADCC are

Yet the policies and activities of developed countries can work

against the progress of integration.

Loar.s and grants made to individual countries within the context of
their national plans could be for projects which are inconsistent with an

integration scheme.

There could, for instance, be a wasteful duplication

of production facilities, several members of a group of countries establishing

a productive capacity sufficient to serve the whole group.

Such duplicate

productive capacity could, in fact, have been established with each country
assuming that it would serve the whole group.

Aid tied to the products of

the donor would hinder the process of integration if the tying diverted
demand to the donor from other countries in the group.

Such a possibility

is particularly strong with conunodity aid and barter deals.
transport improvements between the

recipient country and the outside world,

not matched by corresponding improvements in its

an integration

Aid for

links with its partners in

scheme, also works against the progress of integration.

-
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Both donor country aid agencies and international institutions are

better adapted to deal with individual countries than with groupings of
countries.

Aid is negotiated in terms of country programmes and provided

on application from the government of a particular country.

This arrangement

does not make it easy to give the preferential treatment for regional projects
that is necessary if integration is to be vigorously pursued, and if the
support of aid donors is to be evident.

To favour regional over national

projects in their applications, recipient countries would>need to be more
strongly committed to integration than has generally been the case.

And to

deal with a group of countries irould involve more complicated negotiations
and require a reorganization of the approach and methods of donors and recipients
alike.

allocation of a larger proportion of aid through international

and regional institutions would possibly be a way to give, greater support

to the integration process.

But it would not automatically do what; is needed.

Changes in the way these institutions themselves work, so that they focus
more directly on the integration process than they might otherwise do would

be required.

That such a change might be needed is suggested by the fact

that the projects in which the East African Development Bank invested, at
any rate during the life of the East African Community, did little; towards the

Bank!s aim of making the ccor.omio-. ■ -1 \\w pv_-tr:?.r ^:rtos more complementary.
The work of the. World Bank,- the major international investment

institution> during the time, of the East African Community, also indicates
the, scope for,changes beneficial to the progress of integration.

Although

the Bank provided large funds for transport and communications, which were
Community functions, the importance of supporting the economic integration

of the partner states was not its main

focus,,

This lack of focus on the

integration process is suggested by the fact that Community Affairs were
handled, as a kind of.side attachment, by the staff concerned primarily with
one of the member countries of the Community.

A different approach would have teen required to make the World Bank

a major support of the integration process.

The Community would have had

to have the place of a major country in the Bank's organisation, in fact
it would have had to be treated as a kind of "super-country", with which
the Bank dealt not only with respect to projects for Community institutions
like the railways, but also for projects in the individual Dartner states.

The concern with these projects would have been necessary to assist in the
establishment of a pattern of lending to the East African countries that
would contribute to their integration and discourage competitiveness in

activities where economies of scale are large.

It may be renarked that the

willingness of the East African countries to accept this kind of coordination
of borrowing would have been an indication of their own commitment to the
integration process.

For the World Bank to have operated in this way, the Bank's staff would

have had firmly to believe in the importance of regionalism and integration
as means to development, and to have been committed to their success.

Given

such a commitment within the Bank, the Bank itself could have contributed to

the establishment of a corresponding ethos within the member countries of
the Community.

Through its Economic Development Institute, and perhaps in

other ways, the Bank could have fostered among politicians and civil servants

an understanding of how their countries could benefit from a properly operating
Community,,

Strong public cupport fcr integration,

which was by no means

widespread in East; Africa at the time, could be a potent factor in its .
success, and the Bank could have helped to fcrm it.

These opportunities for a major role for the World Bank in the promotion

of integration, though no longer of relevance to the East African Conohunity,
suggest what could be done to promote the success of the various groupings
that now exist.

If countries and institutions outside Africa are to play their part' in

the support of integration in Africa, they must be convinced of the virtues
of integration.

Its failures cannot but shake their conviction.

It must

be sustained by continued presentations of the case for integration1 and by
the example of the countries of Africa in their determination to push ahead.

6.)
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WHAT CAN AFRICA PC *?? m -t,p iv-T'^?

Help itself it must.

Whether or not integration succeeds will be

decided by the countries of Africa themselves.

Outsiders can do no more

than to assist, to provide some lubricant for the mechanism of integration;
the motive force must come from within Africa.

That motive force will be

lacking power unless there is a widespread -qnviction amon^ the peoples of

Africa - it is not enough for a few politicians and senior civil servants
to be convinced .- that cooperation among the countries of Africa is an
important component in the drive to a better future.

It must be emphasised that the case for integration, for a particular
country's participating in an integration scheme, rests on the benefits

that country itself will obtain from integration.

The case for integration

is not a case for helping others; it is a case for helping oneself.

However,

it must be appreciated that integration v.lll net benefit one country, or at
any rate not for long, unless it also benefits the others: the case for

integration arises from self-interest, hut the pursuit,of self-interest
requires the interest of others to be simultaneously served.

Integration

will not succeed unless every partner benefits, because any who think:they
will not benefit will not participate, and there will then be no integration.
The benefit is for everyone or no-one.

Because no-one will benefit unTcss all benefit from integration,
arrangements to ensure an acceptable distribution o:f. -.ho benefits, are of

fundamental importance.

It must be admitted, however, that no schemes exist,

ready made, that guarantee such an outcome.

All kinds of devices have been

tried to favour the weaker partners and to.redistribute the gains so that
all perceive that they gain: fiscal compensation, partial protection,

preferential allocation of public investments, and so on, but without
conspicuous success.

It seems unlikely that there is any package that can

be put together in advance to ensure that all partners remain satisfied.
There will need to be frequent renegotiation of the terms of a partnership.
The statesmanship of the cooperating states will be revealed by their

flexibility ant! tolerance in such negotiations.

It is to be expected, and'

certainly to be hoped, that their willingness to compromise will be stimulated

by their knowledge that they are faced with the choice of surrendering some
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of their potential gains from integration- or all of them.
The acceptable distribution of the benefits is the grand issue of
integration schemes.

There are many other issues, which often themselves

bear on that grand issue, decisions on which may determine the success of
a scheme.

This paper can deal with only one or two.

For example,

nations of Africa will have to decide whether the way to progress

through "community"-type institutions,

integration scheme need not, of course,
The members could,

lies

covering a great range of functions,

or in more narrowly-focussed organisations.

be relevant.

the

The scope of a community-type

include all activities that might

for instance, agree to exclude some that

would be likely to prove particularly contentious in operation.

But even

such a restricted community is identifiably different from an institution
at the other extreme, restricted to a single sphere of activity.

There is

no doubt that the more comprehensive schemes have the potential of yielding
the greater benefit.

There is equally no doubt that they are the more

difficult to operate,

and require thS greater commitment of the members.

To put it in specific terms, a scheme like SADCC may survive and succeed

simply because it aims to do less.

The countries of Africa must decide

the strength of their commitment to integration.

To emphasise the potential advantages of comprehensive schemes - if
they work - is not to argue against more

limited arrangements.

establishment of a number of limited schemes,

The

each concerned with its own

particular function or functions could deal not only with the issue of which
functions should be integrated, but also with that of the number of countries
which should participate.
to their purpose,

Such groupings could be of variable size according

and thus deal with the issue of whether an integration

group would be best with many members or with few.

-

In the design of schemes, concerned with different, and possibly
overlapping; aspects of integration there is the danger of establishing
incorapatibilitieSi;a danger which.increases with an increase.in the number

and variety of organisations.
is very large - in-West Africa,

:.

The number of intergovernmental organisation
alone, there are more than thirty .- and the

number could probably with advantage be reduced.

But a decision on that
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would need detailed investigation, and no proposals can be offered in this
paper,

tfhat can be said, however, and must be said forcefully, is that the

organisations must not be allowed to operate so as to frustrate the operations
of others.

Where there are substantial overlaps in the areas of interest

and responsibility of different organisations, effective operation demands
that each knows what the other is doing, and what it plans to do.
words,

In other

there must be cooperation among the cooperators.

Probably the most important requirement for progress in economic

integration in Africa is the political will to make it succeed.

Past

inadequacies and failures can be attributed to a great extent to the
absence of such a will.

This view of the matter has been attacked as

attributing an unwillingness to pursue integration plans to irrationality

when, given the failures of the past, such behaviour is entirely rational. ■ -.
One can see the point.

Nevertheless, political will is a useful expression

which emphasises the need for a vigorous, long-term commitment to integration,
if its benefits are to be achieved.

Of course, political will is a short

hand expression requiring definition and elaboration in each paticular

circumstance.

In general, it may be taken to refer to a firm belief that

integration is in the national interest, particularly in the longer term,
and a determination or willingness to bear the short-term costs so as to

obtain the benefits.

Governments will be unwilling to accept the costs

of integration if the scheme is likely to break up before its longer-term
benefits can be realised.

An evident determination of the partners in the

enterprise to pursue the integration process and to make it succeed is the
most certain way to ensure that it does succeed.

A political will to succeed, a determination on the part of governments,

is not enough.

Indeed, a degree of insulation of the process of integration

from politics could be advantageous.

It would be better if every move in

the game were not liable to become a political issue between the partner
countries.

There is an important role, therefore, for non-governmental

institutions, for the "private sectortr.

After all, in countries Where production

is not predominantly in the hands of government,

it is the private sector

that must respond to the integration process and implement the changes in

-

production that is the aim.
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Non-governmental institutions should be

recruited to play a part in developing support for integration.

The formation

of a federation of Chambers of Commerce in the PTA countries is a small move

in the right direction.

The need to develop a consumer preference for

"local" brands, that is, products of "the cooperating countries, to which

reference was made earlier, provides an obvious role for the private sector.
But however important the role of the private sector, the process of
integration must begin with and be sustained by governments and politicians.
Regional economic relations must be given a central role in the activities of
governments, which must adopt an administrative structure that gives--to
those responsible for pursuing integration the weight and power they must

have if they are to succeed.;

And they, once given' that power, must ensure

that decisions are carried out - which is far from the case today - and that

inefficient administration in the relevant spheres - in customs and related
transactions, for instance - does not constrain the effectiveness of
integration measures.

Ministers of regional or inter-African affairs must

be the responsibility of senior ministers, and must be a major part of their
work.

Regionalism, integration, cooperation, whatever it is called, will

not succeed if it is seen as a matter of secondary importance, secondary,
say, to the important concerns of relationships with the United States,
with Britain, with France, with the EEC.

In short, there must be more

power to the integrators.

This paper has taken the view that there are rewards to be won from
economic integration, and that it would be unacceptable defeatism to
conclude from the failures of the past that the problems cannot be overcome.
It is this potential for the integrating nations as a whole and individually

to benefit that leads to the conclusion that integration has a part to play
in meeting "the challenge of economic recovery and accelerated development"
in Africa.

It would, however, be unfortunate if it came to be thought that

integration had a major part in the short term to contribute to economic
recovery and development.
"a quick fix".

That is not the case.

Integration cannot provide

-

3"4 -

Some measures or forms of integration will, it may be accepted, yield

beneficial results more speedily than others.

Some forms of cooperation in

the distribution of food, for example, are not only of great urgency, but
could bring early results.

Other forms of integration, particularly

the establishment of economic communities, however great the potential
benefits in the longer term, cannot be expected to make much of a
contribution to African recovery in the short term.

Their role will be

to remove constraints on the future development of the cooperating states.

•Other policies must put Africa on the road to recovery; integration can
then become a major force driving her along the road of development.

The

fact that the major gains are expected only in the longer term is no
argument against the urgency of action now.
integration in the short term,

Unless progress is made with

the long term will never come.

